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IF MUSIC BE THE FOOD OF LOVE, SPY ON

Romance, espionage and music combine in Gordon Lawrie's new comedy novel The Blogger Who Came in from the Cold, which is published on 12th June by Comely Bank Publishing.

Danny Marwick earns money by being a world-class online blogger, but every other aspect of his life is a disaster. That includes his love life and his alternative career as an Edinburgh pub singer-songwriter. Then his life is turned upside down when a young woman offers him large sums to fill online catalogues for strange holiday destinations, and he finds his life in considerable danger.

The Blogger Who Came in from the Cold is Gordon's first full-length novel since 2013's highly successful Four Old Geezers and a Valkyrie, and it also features original music – including a very curious Christmas carol.

"I started to write my own music for the novels when I discovered the astronomical cost of quoting other people's songs," Gordon said. "And long ago I used to sing in a pub myself. I wasn't very good either," he admitted. "But apart from that, it's not autobiographical."

Part of the reason why it's taken so long to publish a second novel has been that Gordon has been busy launching the work of other local authors in the community publishing co-operative, Comely Bank Publishing.

"I set Comely Bank Publishing up in 2012 to give local writers additional options for independent publishing and for writers to share their experiences and expertise," he said. "Quality is important for our reputation and our authors are encouraged to be very honest with each other, including mine. A fellow writer vetoed another of my manuscripts, saying it should go in a time capsule so that only my children would ever it! So I don't think anyone could ever call us vanity publishers."

For more information, contact Gordon Lawrie by email. A selection of free high resolution images are available at Comely Bank Publishing's website.
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NOTES:

Comely Bank Publishing is a publishing co-operative that creates opportunities for Scottish authors to publish works of interest using 21st century publishing options, including e-books and print on demand. 

Currently, the co-operative concentrates on fiction, including short fiction, although it is open to other work as well. Comely Bank Publishing does not seek to make profits out of its authors, but looks to form a group of authors who help each other develop and, as a result, it can afford to be open-minded about what it publishes.
 
Comely Bank Publishing is based at:
Comely Bank Publishing, 87/6 Comely Bank Avenue, Edinburgh EH4 1EU
Email: info@comelybankpublishing.com
Telephone: (+44) 0131-332-3470
Website: www.comelybankpublishing.com
Twitter @comelybankpub
Link to high resolution photos and pictures



SIDE BAR
Since Comely Bank Publishing was formed in 2012, it has gone from strength to strength, and by the end of June 2018 will have published nine print titles. Others in the pipeline are at various stages of editing.

Comely Bank Publishing is a completely not-for-profit self-publishing collective. Authors self-publish, but books must reach some exacting standards set by the collective to be allowed to go to press.

Few authors make a fortune from writing fiction, but Comely Bank Publishing sets one further test: writers should have every chance of recovering their investment and making a small profit.

Self-publishing has become much more frequent in recent years with the advent of digital media, ebooks and low-cost print options. The list of books that started life as self-published is a long one, but recent examples include the Fifty Shades of Grey series, The Celestine Prophecy by James Redfield, Still Alice by Lisa Genova (later an Oscar-winning movie), A Time to Kill by John Grisham, and – closer to Edinburgh – James Oswald's first crime thriller Natural Causes.

These examples also demonstrate the difference between self-publishing and vanity publishing. Vanity publishing authors pay a company to publish their book, making over their rights to them as they do so. Self-publishing authors retain their rights, which allowed each of the authors listed above to go on to negotiate profitable deals with major international publishers.
